Specialized Solutions | COVID-19 Response

COVID
PROTECT
Best in class converged security &
information management designed
to address the challenges of a
rapidly changing world.

How is your
organization
preparing to face
the “new normal?”
The effects of the COVID-19 Coronavirus pandemic
have been both widespread and unprecedented,
impacting nearly every facet of everyday life, across
the globe. But as we begin to return to public and
private spaces, it’s become apparent that a “new”
normal has emerged. To ensure best-in-class
protection of people and assets, organizations must be
prepared to completely rethink the way they address
operational security and risk management challenges
in this new environment.

security challenges
•

Maintaining social distancing guidelines and
mask-wearing policies

•

Body temperature monitoring for people
entering controlled spaces

•

Maintaining capacity limits for controlled
spaces

•

Contact tracing of potential cases and carriers

•

Monitoring remote work network
vulnerabilities

•

Managing facility disinfection routines

vidsys solution
Vidsys’ COVID Protect solution is designed to help
organizations continue to ensure public health, safety and
security while facilitating the on-going transition back to
normalcy.
We’ve adapted our Converged Security and Information
Management (CSIM) solution to support COVID-focused
risk monitoring, alerting, and situation response capabilities
through our Vidsys Enterprise software platform. COVID
PROTECT helps security stakeholders achieve a more
complete situational awareness picture across even the most
widely dispersed enterprises.
COVID PROTECT allows users to gain actionable
security insights that are tailored to each
organization’s unique COVID-19 focused policies,
procedures and compliance requirements. The
solution can be rapidly deployed via our browserbased and native mobile applications, making it ideal
for providing real-time situational awareness to
both remote users and first responders any place,
anytime.

Vidsys’ COVID PROTECT integrations are
specifically designed to detect and surface COVIDrelated behaviors, activities and alerts that are
tailored to each organizations’ unique environment.

• Provides situational
awareness and visualization
capabilities
• Intelligently manages and
automates workflows

03. RESPOND
COVID PROTECT allows operators to respond quickly
to manage your pandemic-related situations in realtime, reducing the risk of virus spread within your
organization.

• Enables remote operations
and mobile situational
awareness

• Facilitates situation
management across multiple,
disparate sites

COVID-focused integrations for Vidsys collect
and analyze data from multiple, disparate
sources across your organization to provide
full, real-time situational awareness via a single,
unified platform.

02. DETECT

holistic risk management

• Supports organizational
resilience and business
continuity efforts

01. PREPARE

04. RECOVER
COVID PROTECT provides actionable data to facilitate and
support organizational resilience, business continuity and crisis
management plans, helping organizations maintain critical
operations and reduce the risk of disruption amid a rapidly
shifting business environment.

situation management simplified.

learn more at vidsys.com/solutions
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